In an effort to keep Delaware’s medical community current on the latest information regarding the coronavirus crisis, the Medical Society of Delaware is sharing the following:

DPH Conference Call with Physicians & Practice Managers - TONIGHT

Thank you to everyone who participated in yesterday's conference call. We are working to get a recording of the call out to everyone as soon as it is made available. We are also working to transcribe the call into an information sheet with the questions and answers. We will share as soon as it is available.

In our continued effort to keep the medical community current with the latest information, we have scheduling another operator-assisted call with the Delaware Division of Public Health (DPH) regarding COVID-19.

This call is for primary care, specialists, and practice managers TONIGHT at 6:00 p.m. (Wednesday, March 18th).

DPH has again requested advance questions be submitted so they can answer common concerns immediately and then open the call to any further unanswered questions.

Please note there is a maximum of 400 slots available for the call. If possible, please attempt to use conference room systems or utilize your speaker phone so multiple people can participate using only one line.

CALL IN INFORMATION

866-506-4188

(This is a direct number to call in. There is no access code.)

During the Question & Answer portion of the call:
Press *1 to ask a question.
Press # to remove the question from the question queue.)
Please submit your questions by 3:30 pm today

SUBMIT QUESTIONS

Medical Society of Delaware
900 Prides Crossing
Newark, Delaware 19713
(302) 366-1400

You are receiving this communication as a benefit of your membership in the Medical Society of Delaware.